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Let’s play

- 4v4 in one ‘garden’
- One team of attackers, one team of defenders
- Play 4v2 with two officials - one acting as time keeper and scorer; the other acting as referee
- The attacking team send and receive the ball between themselves for 5 consecutive passes without the ball being touched by the defenders to score one goal/point
- Defenders try to intercept the ball. Decide on a scoring system for the defenders e.g. defenders awarded 1 point for a touch/tip but no possession and 3 points for gaining full possession
- After set time change officials over, then change officials with defenders, then change defenders and attackers
- Make sure everyone plays the role of both officials
- Make own rules about what players can do when in possession of the ball and how long they can be in possession for? What happens if the ball goes out of the garden?